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A few pictures of the institution
The medicine journals shared preservation program: a winning strategy

- Network: 25 medicine libraries
- Setup date: 2005
- Medicine journals: nearly 10,000 titles
- Collections transferred since 2005: 2 linear kilometers
- Development of a specific database and software tools
- 2016: integration within the CollEx initiative
Shared preservation programs within the CollEx project [http://www.collex.eu/conservation-partagee/](http://www.collex.eu/conservation-partagee/)

- **Medicine**: 25 partners, 9,773 periodicals issues (2005)
- **Performing Arts**: 8 partners, 678 periodicals issues (2012)
- **Geography**: 6 partners, 686 periodicals issues (2013)
- **Philosophy**: 19 partners, 539 periodicals issues (2013)
- **Sports and Exercise Science**: 11 partners, 65 periodicals issues (2014)
Shared preservation programs within the CollEx project

Corpus acquisition in progress (2016)

- Law: 7 partners, 140 periodicals issues
- Physics: 7 partners, 250 periodicals issues
- Chemistry: 10 partners, 477 periodicals issues
- BCOE: 8 partners, 15,000 periodicals issues
- German: Language, Litteratures and Civilisation: 11 partners, 200 periodicals issues
Promotion of cooperative collection management

- Create a core collection for each title
- Every library becomes a repository in the network
- « One title, one disciplinary field » (eg. Biology & philosophy, journal of medicine and philosophy)
- Working groups with researchers for each disciplinary field
- No incidence on acquisition policy
- Financial support
- The ownership of the holdings is not shared
Main objectives in the future

• Widen journals shared preservation programs to other subject fields
• Develop shared preservation programs on doctoral dissertations
• Continue participation into the European Print Initiatives Collaboration program (EPICo)
  http://www.varastokirjasto.fi/epico/
Thank you

The English version of the annual reports on shared preservation programs will be very soon on the website: www.ctles.fr
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